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NAME OF THE EVENT: Annual Inter-class sports events  

CLASSES: PRIMARY CLASSES (P4 & P5) 

TEACHER INCHARGE: MS. ANUPAMA CHAND  

Gyan Bharati School, Saket, hosted an exhilarating Annual Inter-class sports Competition 

with a focus on physical fitness and building team spirit.  

The school recently organized a thrilling inter-class sports event featuring kho-kho, 

basketball, and football. The school sports events aimed to enhance the physical well-being 

of the students and to instil values of teamwork, discipline and sportsmanship. 

There was an atmosphere of exuberance, sportsmanship camaraderie amongst the children. 

The students were enthusiastic and were eagerly looking forward to their matches. The class 

4 students had kho-kho for the girls and football for the boys.  There were two rounds of the 

game played by each team. The final match was played between P4A and P4E and P4E 

emerged as the winners. The boys of P4D emerged as the winners after the final match 

which was played between P4D and P4E. The children were seen encouraging, supporting 

each other and cherishing the spirit of game. They acknowledged and cooperated with their 

team mates and ensured that fair play was observed. The students got an opportunity to 

showcase their athletic prowess, skill, stamina, enthusiasm and dedication for sports. Class 5 

basketball match was won by the girls of P5E in a gripping final match. The boys of P5D 

emerged victorious after their exceptional performance in the final match. The inter-class 

sports event was a resounding success, achieving its goal of promoting physical fitness, team 

work, healthy competition and sportsmanship. The echoes of cheers, competitive spirit, 

togetherness, cooperation and festive environment were witnessed during the matches. 

Children learned to handle their defeat gracefully, they applauded the winners, star 

performers and acknowledged the efforts of the whole team. The inter-class sports event 

brought the entire school community together, creating a festive ambience with everyone 

thrilled and supporting their team. 

 



  

  

  



 

 

  

 


